
Every participant must carry their valid college id-card. Without id card nobody will not be allowed to 
participate. 

1. Robo Quiz 

Team Size: Maximum 4 Participants 

Prize: 1st= 2100      , 2nd=1100  

Registration Fees: 400/- per Team 

Eligibility: B.Tech. Polytechnic and +2NM students are eligible 

Event Summary: Put your technical skills, mental ability and Robotic knowledge to test in Robo. Answer 

the questions correctly and advance to the next rounds and be the ultimate winner. 

Rules for technical quiz:-  

1. There will be two rounds in quiz and second round will contain further three stages.  

2. Four members per team are allowed.  

3. First round will be written question paper round with 30 multiple choice questions  

4. Only 6 teams will be selected after first round on basis of marks in first round.  

5. 2 teams will be eliminated after each stage of round two.  

6. Every student has to keep his college identity card with him.  

7. Rest of rounds will be based on your technical skills and mental ability. 

8. No electronic device is allowed during quiz.  

9. The decision of quiz master will be final, no arguments will be entertained.  

 

DON’TS 

1. Participants must not carry any electronic gadgets like smart watches, smart phones, etc, along 

with them during the quiz. 

2. Participants who do not abide by the rules of the quiz may be disqualified. 

 

Student Coordinator:                                        Faculty Coordinator: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Every participant must carry their valid college id-card. Without id card nobody will not be allowed to 
participate. 

 

2. Robo War 

Team Size: Maximum 4 Participants 

Prize: 1st=3100       , 2nd= 2100 

Registration Fees: 400/- per Team 

Eligibility: B.Tech. Polytechnic and +2NM students are eligible 

Event Summary: Two robots compete in a head-to-head match following the basic system of traditional 

human sumo matches. Robots are allowed no weapons, and are not allowed to flip each other. The sole 

purpose is a pushing match between the two robots to force the other from the arena. 

SPECIFICATION, DESCRIPTION AND RULES 

1. The robot should fit inside a box of (30cm X 30cm X 30cm).  

2. Extension in robot structure after leaving box is not permitted.  

3. The maximum time for the clash will be 3 minutes.  

4. The battery of the robot should not exceed 12 volts.  

5. The weight of the robot should not exceed 5kg including the Battery. (Excluding the Wired/ 

Wireless Remote) 

6. Participants will not be allowed to change the battery once the robot is placed on the arena.  

7. If the robot is wireless, the frequency of the remote should be such so as to avoid interruption.  

8. Maximum 4 members are allowed per team.  

9. Decision of the judges would be final. 

10. Only students are allowed, no professional are allowed 

DON’TS 

1. No weapon is allowed on the robot like saw- blades, Projectile, flammable weapons. 

2. Robots should not secure itself on the ring surface by using, suction cups, diaphragms, sticky 

treads, glue or other such devices. 

3. Do not disturb the opponent’s radio-control by putting a jamming device in the robot.  

4.  Robots shall not damage the arena deliberately. 

 

Student Coordinator:                                        Faculty Coordinator: 

 

 

 

 

 



Every participant must carry their valid college id-card. Without id card nobody will not be allowed to 
participate. 

 

3. Robo Race 

Team Size: Maximum 4 Participants 

Prize: 1st=3100       , 2nd=2100  

Registration Fees: 400/- per Team 

Eligibility: B.Tech. Polytechnic and +2NM students are eligible 

Event Summary: Design a robot either wired or wireless within the specified dimensions that can 

operated manually and can travel through all turns of the track. The robot that will complete the 

specified task in least time will be the winner. Think your robot can overcome any obstacle-big or small 

in the least of time.  

SPECIFICATION, DESCRIPTION AND RULES 

1. The goal of the contest is to design a manual or wireless ROBOT which can complete the track, 

Full of hurdles. 

2. Robot should be as per the given specifications.  

3. Dimension: - 30cm*30cm*30cm.  

4. Weight: - max. 5 kg. (including the Battery) 

5. Power Supply: - Maximum 12V Battery, DC motor. 

6. IC engine not allowed.  

7. Each team can have maximum four members. Students from different institutes can form a 

team. 

8. Once the race begins, three hand touches are allowed, if you are taking hand touch you have to 

start from last check point.  

9. No test practice will be allowed on the main arena.  

10. If the Robot crosses a checkpoint, and moves off track, then the Robot would be placed back on 

the previous checkpoint crossed.  

 

DON’TS 

1. Do not disturb the opponent’s radio-control by putting a jamming device in the robot.  

2. No weapon is allowed on the robot like saw- blades, Projectile, flammable weapons. 

3. The decision of the judges will be final and abiding. Argument with judges in any form will lead 

to the disqualification of the team. 

 

 

Student Coordinator:                                        Faculty Coordinator: 

 

 

 



Every participant must carry their valid college id-card. Without id card nobody will not be allowed to 
participate. 

 

4. The BOT Show (Project Expo) 

Team Size: Maximum 2 Participants 

Prize: 1st= Gift+3D printed Image+ Direct Entry to Technobotica-II      , 2nd= Gift+3D printed Image 

Registration Fees: 200/- per Team 

Eligibility: B.Tech. Polytechnic and +2NM students are eligible 

Event Summary: Each team has 5 minutes to present—including setup. Some judges will interrupt your 

team and stop the presentation at 5 minutes while others may shorten the question time afterward to 

compensate. Judges at a tournament will only consider what your team tells them, so make sure your 

team shows or describes how they met the requirements. Anything they want the judges to know 

should be included in your team’s presentation. After your team’s presentation, the judges may ask 

questions of your team as a whole or may direct questions to individual team members.  

SPECIFICATION, DESCRIPTION AND RULES 

1. Meet the specific requirements outlined in the competition. 

2. Setup and presentation must be completed in 5 minutes or less with no adult help. 

3. Identify the problem your team chose to research. 

4. Describe your team’s solution. 

5. Describe how your team shared its findings with others.  

 

 

DON’TS 

1. Do not harm the projects of the other participants. 

2. The decision of the judges will be final and abiding. Argument with judges in any form will lead 

to the disqualification of the team. 

3. The participants must abide by the rules of the competition.   

 

 

 

Student Coordinator:                                        Faculty Coordinator: 

 

 

 

 

 



Every participant must carry their valid college id-card. Without id card nobody will not be allowed to 
participate. 

5. Fire Fighting Robot 

Team Size: Maximum 4 Participants 

Prize: 1st= 3100      , 2nd= 2100 

Registration Fees: 500/- per Team 

Eligibility: B.Tech. Polytechnic and +2NM students are eligible 

Event Summary: A robot must navigate through a small set with multiple cabins with a candles placed in 

each of the cabin, simulating a house on fire. The robot needs to find the candle and put it out, paving 

the way for a house-hold robot which would find and extinguish small home fires before they can engulf 

the house of time.  

SPECIFICATION, DESCRIPTION AND RULES 

The goal of the contest is to design a manual or wireless ROBOT which can go near the candle and 

extinguish the fire only with the help of water spray. 

1. Dimension: - 60cm*60cm*40cm.  

2. Weight: - max. 10 kg. (including the Battery and fire extinguishing substances ) 

3. The Fire extinguishing substance can be water or form. 

4. You have to make your own system to spray fire extinguishing substances on the fire. 

5.  Readymade fire extinguisher are not allowed.   

6. Power Supply: - Maximum 12V Battery, DC motor. 

7. IC engine not allowed. 

8. Every robot must successfully handle small misalignments, inaccuracies, discolorations, and 

other arena imperfections.  

9. You must test your robot under less-than-ideal conditions and verify that it works properly. 

 

DON’TS 

1. Do not disturb the opponent’s radio-control by putting a jamming device in the robot.  

2. The decision of the judges will be final and abiding. Argument with judges in any form will lead 

to the disqualification of the team. 

3. The participants must abide by the rules of the competition.   

 

 

Student Coordinator:                                        Faculty Coordinator: 

 

 

 

 



Every participant must carry their valid college id-card. Without id card nobody will not be allowed to 
participate. 

 

 

6. Arduino Challenge  

Team Size: Maximum 2 Participants 

Prize: 1st=2100       , 2nd= 1100 

Registration Fees: 200/- per Team 

Eligibility: B.Tech. Polytechnic and +2NM students are eligible 

Event Summary: Participants are given the chance to create the best product or project using Arduino 

hardware. 

SPECIFICATION, DESCRIPTION AND RULES 

1. The contest is open to anyone with a knack for programming. 

2. It is a team contest with each team having a maximum of two members. 

3. Teams will be ranked as per the number of problems solved 

4. Ties will be broken by the total time for each user in ascending order of time. 

5. The contest will consist of multiple rounds, with teams progressing in every round. 

DON’TS 

1. The decision of the judges will be final and abiding. Argument with judges in any form will lead 

to the disqualification of the team. 

2. The participants must abide by the rules of the competition.   

 

 

 

Student Coordinator:                                        Faculty Coordinator: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Every participant must carry their valid college id-card. Without id card nobody will not be allowed to 
participate. 

7. All Terrain Robot  

Team Size: Maximum 4 Participants 

Prize: 1st=3100       , 2nd=2100  

Registration Fees: 400/- per Team 

Eligibility: B.Tech. Polytechnic and +2NM students are eligible 

Event Summary: All terrain robots should be able to handle all kinds of surfaces without system break 

down. 

SPECIFICATION, DESCRIPTION AND RULES 

1. Dimension: - 30cm*30cm*30cm.  

2. Weight: - max. 5 kg. (including the Battery) 

3. Power Supply: - Maximum 12V Battery, DC motor. 

4. The Track will contain water and your Robot must be waterproof as the depth of the water with 

be more the 30 cm. 

5. You can make Hovercraft also. 

6. IC engine not allowed. 

7. Meet the specific requirements outlined in the competition. 

 

DON’TS 

1. Do not disturb the opponent’s radio-control by putting a jamming device in the robot.  

2. The decision of the judges will be final and abiding. Argument with judges in any form will 

lead to the disqualification of the team. 

3. The participants must abide by the rules of the competition.   

 

 

Student Coordinator:                                        Faculty Coordinator: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Every participant must carry their valid college id-card. Without id card nobody will not be allowed to 
participate. 

 

 

8. Circuit Skeleton designing  

Team Size: Maximum 2 Participants 

Prize: 1st=2100       , 2nd=1100  

Registration Fees: 200/- per Team 

Eligibility: B.Tech. Polytechnic and +2NM students are eligible 

Event Summary: In this Event each team has to design something unique using waste circuits, 

Electronics parts and wires. 

SPECIFICATION, DESCRIPTION AND RULES 

1. Each Team has to bring its own material and has to assemble on the event only. 

2. The design can be working or passive just like an art. 

3. Power Supply for working model is maximum 12V Battery, DC motor. 

4. IC engine not allowed. 

5. Meet the specific requirements outlined in the competition. 

 

DON’TS 

1. The decision of the judges will be final and abiding. Argument with judges in any form will 

lead to the disqualification of the team. 

2. The participants must abide by the rules of the competition. 

 

 

Student Coordinator:                                        Faculty Coordinator: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Every participant must carry their valid college id-card. Without id card nobody will not be allowed to 
participate. 

9. Tug of Bots 

Team Size: Maximum 4 Participants 

Prize: 1st=3100       , 2nd= 2100 

Registration Fees: 400/- per Team 

Eligibility: B.Tech. Polytechnic and +2NM students are eligible 

Event Summary: Use your Creative mind to design and build a robot that will pull another robot when 

connected with a string in a tug of war contest across a centre line. 

SPECIFICATION, DESCRIPTION AND RULES 

1. The machine should fit in a 30cm x 30cm x 30cm (Length x Width x Height) size of 

dimension box.  

2. The weight of the robot must not exceed 5kg.(Including Battery) 

3. Readymade base of machine will not be allowed (Readymade wheels, Motor, battery, 

switch, wires can be used).  

4. The maximum battery of 12V is allowed and the current in the circuit must not exceed 

2A.  

5. The machine must contain a Tow-bar that allows tow string to be connected to them.  

6. A robot may have its own string to connect to the tow-string between the robots, which 

may be useful for some kind of reel-like device. However, this string and any hook or 

tow bar attached to it are considered to be part of the robot. 

7. There is no limitation on the number of motors and rpm of motors to be used. 

 

DON’TS 

1. Do not disturb the opponent’s radio-control by putting a jamming device in the robot.  

2. The decision of the judges will be final and abiding. Argument with judges in any form will 

lead to the disqualification of the team. 

3. The participants must abide by the rules of the competition.   

 

Student Coordinator:                                        Faculty Coordinator: 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Every participant must carry their valid college id-card. Without id card nobody will not be allowed to 
participate. 

10. Drone Stunt Show 

Team Size: Maximum 4 Participants 

Prize: 1st=3100       , 2nd= 2100 

Registration Fees: 400/- per Team 

Eligibility: B.Tech. Polytechnic and +2NM students are eligible 

Event Summary: In this event each team has to use their drone to perform stunt in an open 

environment. 

SPECIFICATION, DESCRIPTION AND RULES 

 

1. The team has to use its own assembled drone not pre-built drones like DJI and Phantom. 

2. No fire is allowed during the stunt show, only smoke can be used. 

3. The maximum time for the stunt show is 5 Minutes. 

4. Drone operators must play safe and assess their surroundings carefully. 

DON’TS 

1. Do not harm the opponent’s drone in any way possible. 

2. The decision of the judges will be final and abiding. Argument with judges in any form will 

lead to the disqualification of the team. 

3. The participants must abide by the rules of the competition.   

 

 

Student Coordinator:                                        Faculty Coordinator: 

 

 

 


